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Abstract. This paper presents a study on the evolution of small strain stiffness (Gmax) along vertical and
horizontal directions for lightly cemented clay. Soft clays have historically been a subject for studying the
evolution of stiffness anisotropy under varying loading conditions. These studies have focused on stress
history (overconsolidation) effects as well. However, for lightly cemented clays, such studies are limited
and their main scope has primarily been on the evolution of vertically aligned stiffness (GVH) at varying
effective confining stresses. This study investigates the effect of isotropic loading on uncemented and
lightly cemented kaolin clay. Kaolin clay mixed with 10% cement is used in this study. Stiffness
measurements have been conducted using bender elements for obtaining GVH and GHH hence resulting in the
measurement of vertical and horizontal stiffness values respectively. By comparing the behaviour of both
samples, the influence of bonding and fabric due to cementation on the evolution of stiffness and anisotropy
is studied. In order to characterize the behavior of structure in cemented soil with confining stress, a
modelling equation is applied for the cemented sample to predict the variation of Gmax before and after
yielding.

1 Introduction
Mixing soft clays with cement is a common practice for
soil improvement as it results in imparting higher
strength and reduced compressibility. Therefore, various
studies investigating the influence of the structure due to
cementation on small strain stiffness have been done [15]. A combination of bonding and fabric forms the basis
for defining structure in clayey soils [6, 7]. Cement
mixing allows the formation of cementation bonds
within the soil fabric hence introducing structure within
the clay. The structure (due to cementation) produces
higher small strain shear stiffness ‘Gmax’ for clayey soils
in comparison to their corresponding reconstituted forms
at the same mean effective stress [2, 8]. In general, Gmax
is found to be a function of mean effective stress p′,
stress history, and void ratio for most soil types [9, 10,
11]. Moreover, anisotropy in soils is generally
characterised by utilizing directional values of Gmax (i.e.,
GVH and GHH). Stress induced anisotropy is widely
studied by measuring GVH and GHH along the vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively [12-15]. However, for
cemented soils, the effect of the mean effective stress on
the small strain stiffness is found to be less significant at
confining stresses below the isotropic or vertical yield
stress. In this region, cementation controls the value of
Gmax as the presence of structure within the soil limits the
change in void ratio [2, 3]. However, beyond the yield
point, the soil transits into a stress-controlled regime.
Cafaro & Cotecchia [16] and Cuccovillo & Coop [17]
reported Gmax to reduce after yielding at higher confining
*

stresses. On the contrary, several other studies showed it
to increase and stay above Gmax values for corresponding
reconstituted clays by applying either isotropic or one
dimensional oedometer compression tests. [1, 3, 4].
In this paper, the variation of GVH under isotropic
compression loading for kaolin clay mixed with 10%
cement cured for 28 days, is presented. The resulting
strength using 10% cement content falls within a
relatively inactive zone of cement treatment applications
[18]. Within an inactive zone, the rate of strength gain
using cement mixing is significantly lower. As strength
and stiffness are well correlated with each other for
cement treated clays, the stiffness for the chosen mix
ratio is expected to be proportionately low as well.
Therefore, it is termed to be a lightly cemented mix ratio
for the purpose of this study. Furthermore, by using
measurements of GVH and GHH, the presence of
anisotropy is also investigated. In addition, pure
remolded kaolin clay is also subjected to isotropic
compression with stiffness measurements as well.
Consequently, a comparison between both types of
specimens enables the presence of stiffness anisotropy
due to cementation to be investigated. The specimens
were subjected to a loading and unloading. A model that
predicts the variation of Gmax during the entire loading
regime is proposed for cemented soil. The proposed
model is an extension of Trhlíková et al. [1] to predict
GVH for all loading and unloading steps using cemented
specimens.
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compression lines for both the specimens are presented.
The points labelled on the isotropic compression curve
correspond to stresses at which readings from bender
elements were taken to measure VsVH and VsHH. The
bender elements readings were taken at various stress
intervals with the aim of covering the pre-yield, postyield, and unloading regions.

2 Materials and Experimental Setup
Kaolin clay (Liquid Limit = 80% and Plasticity Index
=42%) was utilized in this experiment to prepare
cement-mixed clay specimens. The water content based
on the combined mass of soil and cement solids, was
taken as 77%. The samples were mixed in a Hobart
mixer for 10 minutes to ensure uniform mixing.
Similarly, remolded kaolin is prepared by mixing dry
kaolin with 120% water. A soil-cement slurry was made
by mixing kaolin powder with distilled water and
Ordinary Portland Cement. Based on the mass of soil
solids, the amount of cement was taken to be 10%. After
mixing, the samples were cast in PVC moulds (internal
diameter = 70 mm and height =140 mm) and cured in
water at room temperature, 23 ± 1 °C. The remolded clay
sample was prepared using a similar mixing procedure.
After the mixing was completed, the remolded clay
mixture was transferred into a consolidometer (internal
diameter = 70mm) and consolidated under a vertical
stress of 75 kPa. When the prescribed 28-day curing (or
consolidation) period was complete, the sample was
trimmed and then placed onto the triaxial base pedestal.
For the cemented specimen, the saturation process
was completed using a back pressure of 550 kPa for the
specimens (B value≥0.9). However, the back pressure
for remolded clay was 350 kPa (B value≥0.95). Cementmixed specimens are continuously curing that can cause
strength gain even during testing. Therefore, higher back
pressure ensures faster saturation for such stiff samples
[19]. The rate of isotropic compression was 0.15 kPa/
min, which is slow enough to ensure the dissipation of
excess pore pressure during the entire testing period.
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Figure 2: Isotropic compression curves for uncemented
and cement-mixed clay specimens.
By utilizing the travel time (Δt) and the tip-to-tip
distance, the shear wave velocity Vs can be calculated.
The values of Gmax are then calculated using the relation
Gmax=ρVs2, where ‘ρ’ is the bulk density of soil in kg/m3.
The signals with arrival times are summarised in Figure
3 for each curing time. The first arrival (zero crossing)
method is applied to measure Δt throughout the test. The
signals for all modes were collected at input frequencies
between 5 and 50 kHz to reduce the near field effects.
This is to achieve the minimum travel distance to
wavelength (Ltt/λ) ratio of 2 or more recommended by
several previous studies [20, 21, 22, 23].

3 Methodology
As mentioned previously, the variation of Gmax of
cemented soil in the pre-yield region is predominantly
dependent on the state of soil structure. Larger confining
stresses cause the soil to yield and degrade its structure.
Thereafter, Gmax becomes primarily dependent on the
current stress state. For reconstituted clays, Gmax is
expressed in terms of the mean effective stress and stress
history using Equation 1 based on the relationship
proposed by [24]:
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Figure 1: Setup of bender elements and Hall effect
transducers.
The test setup is shown in Figure 1. It involves the
use of multiple pairs of bender elements for wave travel
time measurements. A single pair of vertical bender
elements (embedded in base pedestal and top cap)
measures the VsVH mode while the horizontal pair
measures VsHH. The bender element tip-to-tip distance
was used as the travel distance for calculating shear
wave velocity [20]. In Figure 2, the isotropic

where pr is the reference pressure (1 kPa), p′ is the mean
effective stress, and p′p represents the yield stress. A, l,
and m are dimensionless soil parameters. The parameter
‘A’ represents the Gmax value of reconstituted normally
consolidated clay at p′ = pr. In addition, ‘l’ and ‘m’ relate
the effect of mean effective stress and overconsolidation
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ratio on Gmax respectively. In order to consider the
effects of structure, Equation 1 was further modified into
Equation 2 by Trhlíková et al. [1], based on the
framework proposed by Cafaro & Cotecchia [16] and
Cotecchia & Chandler [25]:
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where p′e is the Hvorslev equivalent pressure. By adding
the third term (stress sensitivity ratio), Equation 2
incorporates the contrast between pre-yield and postyield behaviour for cemented clay hence improving the
modelling of Gmax. The sensitivity ratio quantifies the
difference between the specific volumes of cemented
and remolded states of soil due to the presence of
structure. It is calculated using s = p′e/p′e* where p′e* is
the Hvorslev equivalent stress for remolded soil. The
value of s remains constant in the pre-yield region and
reduces during post-yielding towards sf (the stable state
of soil) hence accounting for structural degradation with
increasing confining stresses (i.e., s = sf in reconstituted
soil). The second term, characterizing stress history
effect in Equation 1, is modified to apparent
overconsolidation ratio (p′e/p′) brought about by
cementation [1]. This ratio accounts for the higher Gmax
due to cementation at the pre-yield state compared with
the reconstituted clay at corresponding p′. After yielding,
the cementation effect disappears and p′e = p′. The term
p′e is calculated using Equation 3, which represents:
 N  ln(1  e) 
p e '  exp
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where λ* is the slope of intrinsic compression line
(ICL), N is the value for ln(1+e) at p′ = p′r =1 kPa and e
is the void ratio. For reconstituted clay, λ* and N are
constant. The term N embodies the degradation in
sensitivity (and structure) as the value reduces. Even
though the improvement from Equation 2 is crucial in
accounting for structure to model Gmax, further
modification to model the unloading region is also
necessary. This is because the existing framework can
only predict up to the loading phase and does not provide
a prediction within the unloading region.
The current study involves both loading and
unloading regions for investigating the variation of Gmax.
Therefore, Equation 2 is applied to model the variation
of Gmax for the unloading region as well. Consequently, a
unified relationship for modelling Gmax in pre-yield,
post-yield, and unloading regions is applied on the
experimental data collected for the cement-mixed kaolin
at 28 days curing. The stiffness along the vertical and
horizontal directions (GVH and GHH) are modelled using
the above framework. In case the stiffness dependency is
anisotropic for the specimen, it would be reflected by the
modelling parameters that govern the dependency of
Gmax in Equation 3.
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Figure 3: Vs signals from a) Pure Kaolin-VH, b)
Cemented Kaolin-VH, c) Pure Kaolin –HH, and d)
Cemented Kaolin –HH.
Note: UL means Unloading
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adjusted to capture this behaviour. The unloading
behaviour of the cemented specimens at effective
stresses below the second yield point is possibly
anisotropic in nature similar to the behaviour observed
for the pure clay. Consequently, the above experimental
results highlight the importance of identifying the
vertical and horizontal stiffness for investigating the
stiffness behaviour of cemented soil.
Equation 2 is applied to the Gmax data for both the
modes of shear stiffness. Using the fitting parameters
indicated in Figure 5, the modelled behaviour closely
follows the experimental data. The fitting parameters for
stress dependency and sensitivity are the same for both
modes.

4 Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 2, the cemented soil has a higher
specific volume than the uncemented kaolin clay. It is
observed that the change in specific volume throughout
the compression phase is larger in the cemented clay.
Similar results were obtained by Xiao [26] for cement
treated Singapore marine clay. The yield point for the
cemented specimen was obtained using the definition
given by Rotta et al. [27] who identified the point of
deviation from a linear behaviour to be the yield point on
a linear scale.
The variation of GVH and GHH with confining stresses
for both the cemented and uncemented is illustrated in
Figure 4. Interestingly, the difference between the shear
moduli in each mode (vertical and horizontal) for the
cemented and uncemented specimens is not very
significant. Due to cementation, it is generally expected
to have a fairly high rate of increase in stiffness for
clays. However, as mentioned previously, the cement
content utilized for this study falls within a relatively
inactive zone for exhibiting strength gain. Therefore, it is
expected that specimens with low cement contents
would not possess significantly higher stiffness than
remolded specimens. However, the bonding and fabric
formed due to cementation does control the Gmax in preyield zone. The cemented sample exhibits a typical
behaviour of low stress dependency of Gmax in pre-yield
zone followed by a substantial increase in Gmax at higher
stresses in the post yield zone. In contrast, the pure clay
seems to exhibit complete stress dependency for both the
stiffness modes. Moreover, the horizontal stiffness (GHH)
is larger than the vertical stiffness (GVH). Similar results
for kaolin clay were reported by Jovičić et al. [28] and
Kuwano et al. [29]. Based on the exponents of the power
fitting functions for both modes in Figure 4(a), the
horizontal stiffness seems more stress dependent than the
vertical stiffness due to its higher exponent. Even for
unloading, a similar stress dependency of the horizontal
mode is observed.
Interestingly, for the cemented soil, the post-yield
loading zone also exhibits a similar trend of stress
dependency to the remolded state for each mode of
stiffness. However, both GVH and GHH modes seem to
exhibit far less anisotropy (virtually equal) due to the
uniform fabric formed as a result of cementation. The
exponents for both GHH and GVH are slightly higher than
the remolded specimen as shown in Figure 4(b). A
possible reason for the higher values could be the
increased brittle behaviour of the cemented specimen
due to the presence of cementitious bonds. However,
when the specimens are unloaded to effective stresses far
below the second yield point (800 kPa), the stress
dependency of the vertical mode is greatly reduced and
the exponent decreases to 0.11. Even the horizontal
stiffness does illustrate less stress dependency than the
remolded state for unloading but it is still substantially
higher than the vertical stiffness. In Figure 3, the signals
indicate that the arrival times start to increase as the
specimen is unloaded to confining stresses as low as 100
kPa for both specimens. Therefore, the parameters that
control stress and overconsolidation effects must be
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Figure 4: Stress dependent behavior of GVH and GHH
observed from a) Pure Kaolin and b) Cemented Kaolin.
The values of λ* and N are based on the intrinsic
compression line adapted for typical kaolin clay obtained
from the isotropic compression test of remolded state. It
can be observed that Equation 2 closely predicts the Gmax
up to the yield point (py′ = 50 kPa) but indicates a slight
upward trajectory rather than constant Gmax in the preyield zone. A feature of the proposed equation in
contrast to the previous ones is that it can closely predict
the unloading behaviour as well. Therefore, the value of
exponent ‘m’ that controls the influence of over-
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consolidation is reduced for the GHH mode in order to
capture the sharper reduction in horizontal stiffness
during unloading.
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stress dependent than GVH in both specimens. Due to
cementation bonding, this stress dependency during
unloading reduced drastically for GVH but GHH of the
cemented specimen still exhibited considerably higher
stress dependency than GVH. An equation to model the
behavior of Gmax is also evaluated to capture the
unloading-reloading region of cemented soils. Even
though this study is limited to a single cement content
with a single curing time, it showed a single equation
can be used to reasonably predict the variation of Gmax
from pre-yield to post-yield as well as unloading. Further
model validations are nonetheless being carried out to
investigate a wider range of cement contents and curing
days.
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